










Roggie the Lion really loves cycling, but to do this he 
needs a special bicycle that he uses his front paws 
to push forward as he can’t move his back legs. This 
is because he injured his spine in a serious fall off a 
ladder that made him a paraplegic.
One day, while cycling not far from home, a lynx on a 
hand-powered bicycle overtook him. “Who can that 
be?” thought Roggie aloud, “There aren’t that many 
cyclists like us.” Roggie pedalled after him as fast as 
he could, hoping to talk to him. “Excuse me, but I just 
wanted to introduce myself. My name’s Roggie. How 
about you?” “I’m Eddie,” replied the out-of-breath 
lynx and slowed down.
“I’m an assistant coach for disabled 
athletes and I’m just testing out 
a new bicycle.”

If someone is a 
paraplegic, it means 
that they cannot walk 
due to a spinal disease 
or injury and use a 
wheelchair to move.



“Glad to meet you!” said Roggie with a cheerful smile 
on his face, “So, what do you think?” “It’s fantastic!” 
replied Eddie excitedly. “Our cyclists will probably use 
it next year when they go to the Paralympic Games.”
The lion and the lynx agreed to go cycling together 
and over time they became great friends. That 
year, when first the lympic Games and then the 
Paralympic Games took place, they decided to go see 
the greatest competition for people with disabilities 
in the world.

The name Paralympic is made 
of two parts. Para comes from 
the Greek word meaning 
‘parallel’ or ‘alongside’, and 
Olympic, which refers to 
the Ancient Greek place of 
Olympia, where the first 
Olympic Games were held. 
These are therefore games 
that take place the same year 
and in the same place as 
the Olympics, but are where 
disabled athletes compete.



They could see thousands of 
supporters and the sound 
coming from the stands 
sounded like bees in a hive. 
They were all shouting, waving 

ags and cheering their hearts 
out. At that very moment, 
a group of runners were 
competing on the track.

When they arrived at the Paralympic stadium, 
Roggie could not believe how many animals 
there were from all over the world who had 
come here to compete, in spite of any disability 
they may have.

The symbol of the Paralympic Games is 
composed of three asymmetrical crescents 
coloured red, blue and green. They 
symbolise movement and the colours were 
chosen because they are the most common 
colours in the flags of the world.



There are 
both summer 
and winter 
Paralympic 

Games. 

The Paralympics are for 
athletes that cannot compete 
at the Olympic Games, 
as it would not be a fair 
competition for them.



They saw that some of the runners were wearing prostheses. 
 wonder why they have to wear artificial limbs  thought 

Roggie aloud. “They probably lost their paws due to an injury 
or illness,” said Eddie respectfully, “But this doesn’t mean 
that they can’t compete.”

A prosthesis is a medical aid that is used 
to replace a missing body part. Paralympic 
runners use prostheses that are made specially 
for each individual so that they can be adapted 
to each athlete’s unique running style.



Next came the blind athletes 
who were also competing in 
running. Eddie explained to 
Roggie, “Blind athletes compete 
with the help of a guide. And in 
the spirit of fair play, they also 
wear blindfolds to guarantee 
that none of the athletes have 
an unfair advantage.”
“Aha, I see,” said Roggie, “The 
blind athletes run together with 
a guide who can see and help 
them stay on course. The guide 
also has to be very fit to keep 
up with the competitor. Oh, 
and I see they are connected 
with a tether.”

Sprint competitions are held for 100m, 200m and 400m. 
In the relay race, athletes compete in 4x100m and 
4x400m events. The runners also compete in 800m and 
marathons. Disabled athletes also compete in athletics, 
in disciplines such as the high jump, long jump, triple 
jump, discus throw, hammer throw, javelin and shot put.



“The blind and visually impaired can even play football!” 
replied Eddie. “And not only that, they also compete in judo 
and goalball.” Roggie gave a puzzled look, “I know what 
judo is, but I’ve never heard of goalball.”
“It’s a sport that’s played using a ball with bells 
inside it and the game is similar to handball. It 
was created specially for blind and visually-
impaired athletes and it’s played in 
teams of three. Each team tries to 
throw the ball into the goal 
on the opposite side of 
the court, which is 
defended by the 
other team.”



Blind people can also play football. A special feature of this sport is that all the 
players, except for the goalkeeper, are blindfolded. There are four blindfolded 
players and a goalie who has only a slight vision impairment or can see. It is 
the goalkeeper’s responsibility to defend the goal and guide the players.



“Roggie, we should hurry up to see the para-swimming, 
my friend Luke will be competing soon,” said Eddie. Just 
as they arrived the competitors, who only had their front 
two paws, dived into the water. Their hind legs were 
shorter and some animals did not have any. “When is 
your friend competing?” asked Roggie. “I think it’ll be his 
turn soon,” said Eddie, as he could see the other athletes 
arriving at the pool. They all had only one limb. Some 
were born that way, others lost a limb due to an illness 
or injury. Luke the Wolf was the last to enter the arena 
and the competition began.
“Go Luke!” Eddie and Roggie cheered. At the start, the 
wolf was doing well and was even leading. But at the 
end he ran out of steam and finished fourth.

In para-swimming, 
the pool is the same 
as at the Olympic 
Games. It is 50m 
long and 25m wide. 
There are special 
panels at the end of 
the pool that detect 
when a swimmer 
touches them. This 
gives an accurate 
measurement of their 
swimming time.

In para-swimming the athletes compete 
in freestyle, backstroke, breaststroke, 
butterfly and medley events. Blind 
and visually-impaired swimmers have 
assistants that use a special pole to 
warn the athletes when they are 
approaching the end of the pool.



“What a shame,” grumbled Eddie disappointedly. 
“Just one more stroke and he could have won 
the bronze.”

After the race, the lion and the 
lynx went up to the wolf to 
try and cheer him up. But he 
didn’t feel like talking and 
he just thanked both of them 

for coming to support him 
and went to the changing room. 

“Poor Luke!” Roggie felt bad for the 
swimmer. He ll be fine,  replied ddie, ve 

known him for a long time and he won’t give up. He’ll train even 
harder and be back again in four years.”



On day two of the Paralympic Games, Eddie and Roggie went to see all the many 
other events. They saw disabled athletes that were competing in para-cycling, 
para-archery, boccia, para-powerlifting, wheelchair rugby and sitting volleyball.

In boccia, a ball sport similar 
to bowls, the players have 
to be wheelchair users as 
a result of cerebral palsy, 
muscular dystrophy or other 
neurological condition. The 
players can throw the balls or 
let them roll down a ramp.

Para-archery has 
a long tradition, as 
it was one of the 
sports that disabled 
athletes competed 
in at the first 
Paralympic Games 
in Rome in 1960.



In sitting volleyball 
the net is lower and 
the court smaller than 
in classic volleyball. 
The competitors must 
always remain in a 

seated position when they come into contact 
with the ball, even if they are able to get up.

Wheelchair 
rugby is probably 
the most rough 
game at the 
Paralympics, as 
the objective of 
the game is the 
same as in rugby.



They were especially looking forward to 
the para-shooting competition because 
they both knew the favourite there, Jane 
the Jaguar. Eddie and Roggie soon found 
ane who was shooting with an air ri e 

from her wheelchair.
“She’s doing well!” 
said Eddie as he 
looked at the 
scoreboard.

The target is made up 
of ten rings. It is most 
difficult to hit the 
centre ring as it is the 

smallest – in air rifle events it is only 
0.05cm wide, which is as big as the 
full-stop at the end of this sentence.

“Come on, Jane!” cheered 
Eddie and Roggie. But 

they weren’t as loud as 
before since they didn’t 

want to disturb the other 
competitors who needed 

silence to be able to 
concentrate.

In para-shooting, athletes 
compete in disciplines 

where they shoot either sitting 
down, lying down or standing 
up. They shoot with a pistol 
or rifle at a fixed target from 
distances of 10m, 25m and 50m.

where they shoot either sitting 
down, lying down or standing 
up. They shoot with a pistol 
or rifle at a fixed target from 
distances of 10m, 25m and 50m.



Jane focused on taking the last shot which she, as a top 
athlete, did perfectly, hitting the very centre of the target 
with ease. Roggie could no longer stay quiet. He roared 
with all his might, making the entire stands shake. “Our 
friend is a Paralympic champion!” “This is amazing!” 
exclaimed Eddie with glee. 



After saying goodbye to their friend, the two went to watch 
wheelchair basketball. The disabled athletes propelled their 
wheelchairs with immense speed from one end of the court to 
the other, passing the ball as they went and then scoring.
“Is the hoop the same height as in regular basketball?” 
asked Roggie. “Yes!” replied Eddie, “It’s exactly the same.”
ust then, one of the players crashed to the oor, wheelchair 

and all. “It’s a good thing the that they are strapped in,” added 
Eddie. “The main wheels on their wheelchairs are also really 
angled and there are several smaller ones to make sure they 
stay stable and don’t tip over too much.” “What skill! And 
they are so agile!” said Roggie in surprise when he saw how 
a player picked himself and the wheelchair up all by himself 
without the help of others.



The rules of wheelchair basketball are very much like the rules of 
regular basketball, there are only a few differences. Each player 
can give two pushes to their wheelchairs before they have to pass 
the ball. It is forbidden to intentionally crash into a player with the 
wheelchair, as is travelling backwards if this gets in the way of an 
opposing player. There is also a height restriction for wheelchairs; 
the maximum height of the seat must not exceed 53cm.



The only thing that is different in 
wheelchair tennis is that the ball 
can bounce twice before a player 
has to hit it with their racket. The 
court is the same size and the net 
is the same height.

“I’d really like to see the other sports played in wheelchairs,” 
said Roggie when the game was over. ddie first took him 
to the hall where para-table tennis was being played. 
There were several teams of two battling it out when 
they arrived. “It’s tricky to control the wheelchair with 
one paw and use the paddle to play with the other!” 
said Roggie, who knew this first hand.



There are three different swords used in 
wheelchair fencing: foil, epee and sabre. 
The fencer’s wheelchair is attached to a 
frame that makes sure the athletes are 
always the same distance apart, despite 
them being able to lift up and move a little.

“Come, let’s go see another wheelchair sport,” suggested Eddie, 
ou ll see that the wheelchairs are firmly attached to the oor.

“Really?” said Roggie in surprise. They entered the hall and 
Roggie was amazed—two fencers in wheelchairs were in the 
middle of a daring fencing bout.
“Isn’t it dangerous?” wondered Roggie, “What if you hurt 
your opponent?” “There isn’t any danger, don’t worry,” 
explained Eddie, “The swords have a small ball on the tip so 
that the fencers can’t hurt each other. As you can see, all the 
competitors also have to wear a protective suit and mask that 

electronically detects when the sword touches it. 
This is how points are scored.”



The first winter Paralympic Games 
were held in 1976 in Sweden. These 
were also the first Paralympics where 
other disabled athletes competed, 
not only athletes in wheelchairs.

On the last day of the Paralympic 
Games, the lion and the lynx 

decided to go to the closing party 
that was being held by the disabled 

athletes and their coaches. At the party, Roggie 
talked to an Arctic fox who told him that she will be 
competing in the para cross-country skiing at the 
winter Paralympics in two years.



Para-alpine skiing is a 
sport that evolved from 
the efforts of disabled 
veterans in Germany and 
Austria after World War II. 

Athletes with disabilities can compete in the 
following categories: slalom, giant slalom, 
super giant slalom, downhill and combined.



Para-cross-country skiers 
compete in three events 
ranging from 2.5km to 20km 
long. The competition has 
two categories – classic and 
free-style. Skiers who are blind 
or have a visual impairment 
compete using a guide.

Para-snowboarding 
is one of the 
newest Paralympic 
events. It made 
its debut at the 
Sochi Paralympic 
Games in 2014.

“What sports do disabled athletes compete in during the winter Paralympics?” Roggie 
asked. Despite the loud music and the animals having fun at the party, Eddie managed to 
explain that there are lots of other winter sports that they compete in, such as para-alpine 
skiing, para-ice hockey, para-biathlon, para-snowboarding and wheelchair curling.



Para-ice hockey is 
played in a sitting 
position and the 
athletes sit in a 
special sled. They 
move using their 

arms and two sticks that are also used to 
hit the puck.

Para-biathlon takes place 
on a 7.5km track that is 
divided into three equal 
parts. Athletes with 

motor impairments compete with the help of a sit-ski, 
a chair equipped with a pair of skis, while those with 
visual impairments shoot with the help of a device 
that uses audio signals to help them aim at the target.



Roggie was puzzled, “But how can someone that 
is in a wheelchair ski?”
“Those who have motor impairments ski by 
sitting in a special seat that is connected 
to the ski with a spring. They then use 
a couple of short poles that have 
skis attached to them to keep 
their balance.”

Athletes with 
motor impairments 
ski in the sitting 
position. The seat 
is customised to 
each skier and the 

suspension is similar to the one used 
in motocross. The equipment they 
use is called a mono-ski.

People who use a prosthesis to 
walk can use regular skis to go 
skiing. People who are blind can 
also ski with the help of a guide 
who uses audio signals and skis in 
front of them.



“And what is curling?” the curious lion wanted to 
find out and admitted that there was a lot that 
he didn’t know about disabled sports.
“Wheelchair curling is a team sport similar 
to bowls. It is played on the 
ice using special heavy 
polished stones,” Eddie 
said, trying to make it 
understandable. “The 
aim of the game is for 
each player to push a 
curling stone as close 
to a marked area on the 

oor as possible.

Wheelchair curling uses 
the same stones and the 
same playing surface as 
regular curling. The players 
use a special stick to push 
the curling stones, but they 
can also move them with 
their hands from a sitting 
position.



Athletes with disabilities are just like any other 
athletes, thought Roggie enthusiastically. To compete 
in the Paralympic Games, the most elite competition 
in the world, they have to put in the same amount of 
effort as any other athletes. When things don’t turn 
out the way they hoped, they are just as disappointed 
and upset. But when they receive a shiny medal, they 
prove to themselves and others that they don’t need 
a perfect body to achieve great successes in life. 
Feeling inspired and full of passion to succeed, 
Roggie returned home determined to start 
training para-cycling. He put on his 
helmet, got out of his wheelchair 
and onto his bicycle, and cycled 
off to see Eddie for his very 
first training session.



Paraplegics and other disabled people with motor impairments compete 
in cycling using hand-powered bicycles. The blind and visually impaired 
can compete using tandem bicycles, where the person sitting in front is a 
guide who can see. Competitions also take place using regular bicycles and 
tricycles that are used by people who have problems with their balance.
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In his newest story, Roggie the 

little less ordinary lion who, after 

falling off a ladder, finds himself 

in a wheelchair, tells us all about 

the Paralympic Games. His friend, a 

lion called Eddie who is a coach for 

disabled athletes, takes him to the 

venue of the Paralympics and shows 

him all the special and interesting 

things about parasports. Roggie 

learns about all the sports, such as 

goalball and boccia, and finds out 

that blind athletes can also ski!




